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Abstract
Background: The continuous development of artificial intelligence (AI) and increasing
rate of adoption by software startups calls for governance measures to be implemented
at the design and development stages to help mitigate AI governance concerns. Most AI
ethical design and development tools mainly rely on AI ethics principles as the primary
governance and regulatory instrument for developing ethical AI that inform AI governance.
However, AI ethics principles have been identified as insufficient for AI governance due to
lack of information robustness, requiring the need for additional governance measures.
Adaptive governance has been proposed to combine established governance practices with
AI ethics principles for improved information and subsequent AI governance. Our study
explores adaptive governance as a means to improve information robustness of AI ethical
design and development tools. We combine information governance practices with AI
ethics principles using ECCOLA, a tool for ethical AI software development at the early
developmental stages.
Aim: How can ECCOLA improve its robustness by adapting it with GARP® IG practices?
Methods: We use ECCOLA as a case study and critically analyze its AI ethics principles
with information governance practices of the Generally Accepted Recordkeeping principles
(GARP® ).
Results: We found that ECCOLA’s robustness can be improved by adapting it with
Information governance practices of retention and disposal.
Conclusions: We propose an extension of ECCOLA by a new governance theme and
card, # 21.
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1. Introduction
The continuous progress of artificial intelligence (AI) necessitates that AI ethical development tools and method models used in implementing ethics in the engineering of AI
improve their robustness in informing AI governance practices [1]. As AI becomes one of
the preferred emerging technologies for software startups [2], which utilize its application
in diverse critical sectors such as transport, health, retail, and recently in warfare [3, 4],
increased calls for effective AI governance practices are on the rise [5]. Current governance
practices implemented in AI engineering lack robustness and often lead to inefficiency in
fostering AI governance or failed AI governance practices [5]. The incident involving an
autonomous Uber vehicle resulting in a pedestrian’s loss of life and the associated failure
in identifying the source of accountability [6] due to insufficient governance information
represents a growing AI governance failure [7]. Inefficiencies of governance measures in the
design and development of the AI posed a legal challenge in clearly delineating responsibility
or governance between the malfunctioned AI autonomous driving system and the distracted
driver [6]. Consequently, raising questions about the efficacy of current AI governance
measures [5].
Governance issues in AI or AI governance concerns often arise when humans interact
with AI during usage with no clear delineation of responsibilities associated with roles and
the associated impact on humanity and society [8]. The current predominant approach to
AI governance is the guideline approach based on AI ethical principles [1]. The approach
involves AI principles such as the European Union (EU) Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy
AI [9] used as “soft laws” in the design, development, and deployment of AI to facilitate
AI governance [1]. It is also the foundational approach used by AI ethical design and
development tools such as method cards, model cards, and ethics canvas to implement AI
ethics and subsequently AI governance practices in the development of ethical AI [10, 11].
However, Eitel-Porter [12] explains that the governance practices or ethical principles
identified in these principles are insufficient for creating ethical AI that can foster effective
AI governance. The guideline approach generally provides a foundation for AI governance
but is inadequate due to a lack of information robustness in AI ethics principles [1, 7, 12].
Hamon et al. and Taeihagh [1, 13] corroborate by explaining that information robustness
in AI ethical development tools for governance requires a solid information base due to
constant changes in the AI terrain. Private information technology organizations that
experiment more with AI are often ahead of guidelines and principles in terms of information
[1]. Suggesting that insufficient information robustness in ethical AI ethical development
tools and method models can lead to duplicated efforts with little practical benefits slowing
the pace of research [13]. Overall, Taeihagh [1] stresses the urgency for reassessing current
traditional approaches to AI governance to determine their potency as the constant speed of
change in information threatens to outpace current AI governance measures [1]. Therefore,
more robust governance measures are necessary to manage processes and create associated
audits for principles enforcement [1, 13] to help mitigate the increasing inefficiency of AI
ethics principles [1, 7].
The adaptive governance and hybrid approach (Adaptive governance) is one of the
emerging approaches being explored to improve the robustness of AI governance practices
[1, 14, 15]. The adaptive governance approach recommends that successful governance
practices be emulated and adapted to current AI governance initiatives to improve AI
governance overall [1]. This paper explains that successfully utilized governance practices or
frameworks used in regulating previous technologies can be adapted to govern or complement
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existing principles or governance approaches for new and emerging technologies such as
AI [1]. In this way, lessons learned and successful practices can inform or be incorporated
into existing practices to help build robust structures that increase governance capacity
[16]. This approach also extends to AI ethical design and development tools to aid the
implementation of robust governance practices in the developmental phase that can help
mitigate AI governance risks [1, 17]. Currently, most approaches to adaptive governance
for ethical AI are explored at policy and regulatory levels [1, 14, 16, 18], with scarce
empirical assessment of the approach for AI ethical developmental tools and at the design
and development stages [19]. Consequently, virtually no practices have been identified in
literature.
Hamon [13] explains that AI ethical development tools can attain a robust or resilient
information base by being subjected to rigorous evaluations to benchmark areas that
have not been considered or fully exploited. This serves as a motivation for us to explore
adaptive governance in AI ethical development tools. In a previous study [20], we analyzed
an AI ethical developmental card tool, ECCOLA [10], to identify areas of governance
vulnerabilities. ECCOLA is a tool used in the ethically aligned design of trustworthy AI
[10] and developed using AI ethics principles (guideline approach). One of the findings from
the study revealed a vulnerability in the form of Information governance (IG) practices. We,
therefore, leverage the study and extend our research to examine how to improve ECCOLA’s
robustness by improving its IG vulnerability. We aim to critically analyze ECCOLA’s
ethical practices with IG practices of the Generally Acceptable Recordkeeping principles®
(GARP® ) to identify key areas where its information robustness can be improved. By
so doing, we can extend the tool for improved governance practices and AI governance
by adapting it with IG practices from the GARP® principles. We frame our research
question as:
RQ: How can ECCOLA improve its robustness by adapting it with GARP® IG practices?
Our work can help similar AI ethical development tools leverage and optimize the approach
to improve their information robustness and add to the scarce body of research on adaptive
governance in AI ethical developmental tools.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 focuses on the background and
related work on the concepts of AI and its associated technologies, AI ethics, AI governance
and the governance frameworks employed in the study. Section 3 describes the methodology
employed in this study. Section 4 provides the results, and Section 5 elaborates the findings
and discusses them. In Section 6, we provide a conclusion for the research and avenues for
further works.

2. Background and related work
2.1. Artificial Intelligence
There is no general or standard definition for AI as it constantly evolves. Collins et al.
[21] explains that this is not a challenge as most scientific concepts are truly defined upon
maturity. They identify a prevalent definition for AI as systems that mimic reasoning
functions associated with human characteristics like learning speech and problem-solving
[21]. AI is considered relatively new even though its origin can be traced back to the
1950s with Alan Turing, the Turing machine and Turing’s research on making computers
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intelligent and capable of replicating the human brain [22]. Paper [23] describes it as
various technologies that produce computation associated with human intelligence. AI can
be represented as software and possibly hardware systems that act in digital or physical
dimensions to perceive their environment, collect data, process it into information, and
learn to decide the best course of action to complex goals [24]. AI has evolved over the years
to include expert systems (ES) which mirror human intelligence by using knowledge-based
applications and inference procedures [25]. ML systems use data to learn from experience
with respect to some class of tasks and performance measures [26]. ES includes computer
programs or models capable of solving problems in a specific area of knowledge with as
much expertise as a human expert [27]. They also automate tasks carried out by human
specialists in a particular problem domain. Over time, the growth of the internet alongside
computing technology gave rise to the influx of big data, which has evolved AI in a different
dimension requiring a ML approach for handling or processing Big data.
ML are computer programs that learn from experience with respect to some class
of tasks and performance measures [26]. They employ algorithms in generating numeric
models to compute data decisions and are more effective than traditional quantitative
methods. ML technology existed separately to AI but has fast become the central paradigm
and a sub-field of AI [26]. ML can process structured and unstructured data in real-time
to provide accurate predictions and efficiently model predictive data analytic applications
and computing tasks where algorithm design is difficult or nearly impossible [26]. ML
has evolved over two crucial phases, shallow learning and deep learning (DL) [28]. The
shallow learning phase established during the 1990s is characterized by shallow models
featuring single or no hidden layers. This phase has seen success in many applications
such as web search sorting systems, spam partial filtering systems, and recommendation
systems [28]. The DL phase emerged in the 2000s and stems from the study of Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) and how it imitates the human brain’s neural structure [28]. The
approach follows how the human brain processes information by establishing a simple model,
forming different multi-layer learning models with multiple hidden layers and an extensive
training data set or sets. Bengio in [29] explains that automatically learning features at
multiple extraction levels enables DL systems to learn complex functions and improves their
capability to map input functions to output directly from data instead of depending entirely
on crafted human features. DL has become well-suited for complex unconstrained problems
such as speech and image recognition, and its versatility is harnessed in autonomous and
semi-autonomous AI systems [30].
AI is classified into three categories, narrow, general and super intelligence [31]. The
narrow stage or phase which is the current state of AI is classified as narrow intelligence.
Narrow intelligence is characterised by human-level intelligence (text, speech, and sound =
data) to produce outputs such as voice and text recognition capabilities [31]. The other
two stages of AI, generalised intelligence and super intelligence which is outside the scope
of this study suggests stages where AI systems denote strong human intelligence and above
human intelligence respectively. This however, is yet to be achieved [31]. Due to progress
made so far in AI, it is increasingly implemented in application areas such as automation of
workflow processes, improved service quality, and faster information processing. However,
larger data sets used in DL tend to make the network topology complex and challenging to
interpret in the design of AI and AI enabled systems. This is one of the leading ethical
concerns of AI [30, 32].
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2.2. AI ethics
Ethics to begin with is an extremely broad field, crossing diverse disciplines, while possessing
roots in normative ethics, which examines what makes actions right or wrong [33]. It involves
guidelines or sets of rules and principles to help determine what is good or right and the
moral obligations and responsibilities of the entities involved [33]. These entities can range
from humans to artificial agents. As artificial agents such as AI become more advanced
and their interactions with human agents less defined, concerns have arisen regarding their
design and development and the ethical impact of their actions. Some include ethical or
moral judgment and decision-making of AI systems, cybersecurity, threats from AI, and
goal alignment between humans and AI [8] fuelling the need for ethics to be applied to
AI. AI ethics can be described as the field associated with studying ethical issues in AI
[33]. The research on AI ethics continues to grow. Michael et al. [34] discuss using ML
to design utility systems such as biometrics and how associated biases can be alleviated.
Article [35] analyze AI using a contrarian approach on how its dark side, i.e., aspects of
AI discussed as negatives, can help influence the development of ethical AI. Their work
helps to draw insight into the challenging areas of AI and how these negative aspects can
help inform the work on ethical or responsible AI. Trocin et al. [36] helps provide insight
into responsible or ethical AI development. They analyze core AI and ML issues from the
literature mainly concerned with establishing ethical principles and human values to reduce
biases and promote fairness [36]. While their work primarily addresses the healthcare sector,
the implications of their findings are relevant to mainstream AI ethics literature.
AI ethics also covers the ethical design and development of AI and the ethical issues
that result from AI’s interaction with humans [33]. While some have attributed the root
of ethical AI issues to design and development in the form of the black-box nature of
AI systems [37] others attribute it to their interaction with humans [38]. With all these
arguments, the general consensus is for appropriate ethical regulatory measures that can
enhance governance practices to be implemented in AI to help address these concerns. One
of the main responses to these demands has come in the form of principles or guidelines to
act as “soft laws” in regulating AI [1]. Currently, over 80 AI ethics guidelines exist. These
stem from different governments, international bodies, private sectors, and the research
community [39]. The guidelines or principles center on implementing ethical practices in AI
to help mitigate the associated risks. While these principles have helped to identify what is
needed to develop ethical AI, they are yet to provide practical solutions on how this will
be achieved [40]. As a result, most of the work on AI ethics principles as guidelines focus
on frameworks and checklists and not enough on how the guidelines can be implemented
as groundwork for governance and innovation [41]. Most sets of principles possess strong
similarities to one another, and thus converge in many ways. However, the inconsistencies
in how they are interpreted or defined have made it challenging to assign accountability to
actors and created room for “digital ethical shopping” [41]. Increased incidence of AI-related
accidents continues to occur without appropriate accountability, necessitating that tangible
action is needed to move AI ethics from high-level abstractions and arguments to the
creation of practical accountability mechanisms [41].
2.2.1. AI governance
In AI ethics, governance has emerged as instrumental in addressing accountability issues
where an AI mishap could have monumental consequences [5]. Governance designates how
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actions are designed, maintained, regulated and usually represents how accountability is
assigned [42, 43]. Governance is a broad concept and rooted in different issues that imply
diverse meanings, but generally include processes that facilitate regulation [42, 43]. AI
governance or incorporating governance in AI is considered complex and requires several
approaches [32]. AI incorporates various technologies such as ML, which is considered to
be unpredictable, complex, and random; also, various actors are involved in AI, leading to
several conceptualizations of AI governance without an overarching definition [32]. Ashok
et al. [44] explain AI governance or the principle of governance in AI as creating and
implementing policies procedures and standards for the appropriate development, use, and
management of the infosphere, implying that the governance of AI pertains to both the
cyberspace and the analog world.
For the implementation of ethics in AI, Sondergaard in [42] explains that AI governance
should be explainable, transparent, and ethical, although the meaning of each term is
contextual. For example, the term transparency used within technical or legal contexts
implies different meanings. Transparency in technology might indicate software or code
transparency and in legal context may imply transparency of policies [42]. Therefore, AI
governance involves considering several factors and components to aid the governing process.
It should also encompass how humanity attempts to navigate the transition of AI as it
evolves across different touchpoints [45, 46]. AI governance is considered in research as
a layered structure overall which embraces a flexible approach to accommodate the various
layers involved [45]. This paper explains that each layer deals with the different ethical and
socio-ethical issues associated with AI. For example, the technical layer of AI governance
can deal with technical components like data, information, and information security; the
political layer can deal with political elements such as regulations, standardization, and
the responsible actors [45]. The field of AI governance is still in its infancy [32]. Its current
stage is argued as being disorganized, involving different stakeholders vying for their own
best interests [47]. Most of the research is centered on different frameworks to aid AI
governance at different layers [47], with each tailored to suit a particular context without
a clear consensus or framework of how on implementation [5, 45, 46]. This general lack of
agreement could be attributed to the tension involved in unifying the different components
of AI governance.
One of the dominant and popular approaches to AI governance involves using the
principles approach or ethical principles as guidelines for regulation [48–51]. The reasoning
is that ethical guidelines can serve as a foundation for regulating AI, encompassing its
development, deployment, and usage (its life cycle) [52]. The principles approach encourages
the use of guidelines to serve as an ethical risk assessment to help reduce the impact of
ethical exposure [46]. However, the principles approach is criticized as ineffective [7, 53].
One contention is that the principles approach lacks methods and practices to translate
principles to practice with robust legal and accountability mechanisms to actualize the
principles approach lacking [53]. In addition, guidelines may not always be adhered to as
they may lack uniformity in the enforcement or be influenced by stakeholders [47]. Further
research lends credence to this school of thought by arguing that the principles approach is
expensive in terms of costs and processes required in implementation [7].
As a result, there have been arguments for different approaches to AI governance. Some
of these approaches include the independent audit governance approach, governance of AI
systems in their design, and Adaptive governance [1, 7, 54, 55]. Governance by independent
audit calls for an AAA audit style approach to governance [7]. The AAA AI governance
approach involves a prospective risk Assessment which entails assessing AI systems before
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implementation, and Audit trail for failure analysis and accountability; and a system
Adherence to jurisdictional requirements [7]. Governance of AI systems in their design
advocates for governance measures to be applied to AI systems in their design phases
to aid accountability and audit in the systems as they evolve [56]. However, the issue of
translating guidelines to codes in design is proving to be one of the challenges of enforcing
this approach, as ethical guidelines are challenging to translate into codes [1].
The Adaptive Governance approach is the most advocated approach to emerge from the
discourse for better AI governance [1]. The adaptive governance approach advocates the
co-regulation of governing practices by relevant stakeholders [1]. X. Cao et al. in [57] explains
that the concept of adaptive governance goes far back to the 1960s to Arnold Kaufman,
who proposed the idea of “participatory democracy.” Participatory in the sense that various
stakeholders are involved in governance or management processes. Adaptive governance is
analyzed as a flexible approach to AI governance [45], where new information is gathered
from reiterative adjustment, and guidelines enhancement from successful frameworks [1].
Adaptive governance is also referred to or likened to co-regulation, or hybrid governance
approach [15]. With the similarity explained as when AI governance practices are adapted
with successful existing practices, a new form of governance emerges, a hybrid of the two
[58]. A hybrid approach of governance can help provide flexibility in positioning governance
guardrails that proactively identify foreseeable risks emerging from AI as it evolves [1].
Ayling and Chapman [59] corroborates this by explaining that long established techniques
exist that help lay down governance practices and having such practices incorporated in
the governance of AI can aid AI governance.
Research carried out by [57] identified the adaptive governance approach in a survey
as having a significant impact on responsible innovation. Also, S.Y. Tan et al. [16] proposed an adaptive governance approach as a possible solution for policy regulation of
autonomous vehicles in Singapore. However, clear implementation of this approach is yet to
emerge in research, particularly at the development and design level of ethical AI systems.
Consequently, virtually no practices for adaptive governance as it pertains to AI ethical
development tools like ECCOLA have been identified in literature.
2.3. Frameworks
The frameworks used in this study are ECCOLA and the GARP® . ECCOLA represents
the principles approach to AI governance and GARP® represents a successful governance
frame work.
2.3.1. ECCOLA
The ECCOLA method is an actionable tool to aid the design and development of trustworthy and ethical AI systems presented in a previous study [10]. ECCOLA is considered
a low-threshold framework that assists practitioners in their ethically aligned design of AI
systems and forms part of the software development process. It also serves as an actionable
tool that facilitates AI ethics in a method agnostic manner for AI developers. The method
is card-based and comprises 21 cards split into eight ethical themes. The themes are built
on ethical principles incorporated from major ethical guidelines, including the IEEE EAD
and the EU Trustworthy AI guidelines [10]. The eight themes are analyze, Transparency,
Data, Agency and Oversight, Safety and Security, Fairness, Well-being, and Accountability.
Each theme comprises one to six cards, and each card provides a detailed approach to the
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theme it represents. ECCOLA works by asking AI developers questions to consider and
weigh the various ethical issues present in the development of ethical AI systems. It is also
method agnostic and can aid software developers, product managers, and consultants with
practices and tools for implementing ethically aligned designs in developing AI systems.
The questions raised in the cards are based on ethical principles. These are pertinent from
the conception stage where ideas are conceived, the mental stage where thinking tools,
practices, and principles are analyzed, and the operational stage of the development process.
By doing so, ECCOLA embodies the principles approach as the ethical principles on which
the method is founded [5], also serves as a governance base in the development process.
Table 1 gives a breakdown of the ECCOLA card themes and how they are broken down.
Table 1. ECCOLA card themes
Card themes (8)

Card number (0–20)

Card amount (total 21)

0
#1–6
#7–9
#10–11
#12–13
#14–15
#16–17
#18–20

1
6
3
2
2
2
2
3

Analze
Transparency
Safety and Security
Fairness
Data
Agency and Oversight
Wellbeing
Accountability

2.3.2. GARP® governance framework
Governance frameworks can be described as governance structures that mirror interconnected relationships, factors, and influences within an institution [60]. They typically
comprise a conceptual layout with sets of rules on managing and controlling the asset they
represent to perform at an efficient level [60]. While many governance frameworks such as
information governance (IG), data governance, and corporate governance exist, the focus
of our study is on IG to address the gap identified in ECCOLA.
Information governance (IG) is analyzed as a framework that contains mechanisms
for guiding the creation, collection, storage, analysis, use distribution, and deletion of
information relevant to the business to achieve value creation [61]. IG has its roots in the
20th century when the need arose to develop comprehensive and effective management of
increasing volumes of data and information [62]. Previous efforts at governing information
focused on basically archiving and retrieving information systematically [62]. However,
as the volume of information and particularly electronically stored information increased
alongside the speedy development of complex and interlinked systems, it gave rise to
policies and rules to govern information and safeguard against loss and distortion [62]. At
the time, only large and governmental organizations were inclined to invest in any IG due
to the level of complexity, and pricing [62]. With the growth and development of computers
and the internet, IG has become a concept available for all institutions, from government
and large organizations to small firms and start-ups. In recent times, as the nature of data
and information is evolving to include big data and other forms of unstructured data, there
is a need to standardize IG and its infrastructure with generally suitable methods and
measures [62].
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Several IG frameworks exist as IG employs frameworks to enable it to carry out its
governance practices [63]. The Unified Governance model also called the Information
Governance Reference model IGRM from the eDiscovery community, EDRM [64] has been
developed to address governance issues pertinent to eDiscovery issues. IBM developed
an IG model, Information Lifecycle Management which initially focused on data but
has since expanded to include other areas of record and information management [64].
The Generally Accepted Recordkeeping Principles (GARP® ) or “The Principles” by The
Association of Record Managers and Administrators (ARMA) to help address governance of
information and records management [65] and even the Control Objectives for Information
and Related Technology (COBIT) which focuses on IT governance has been discovered to
share some commonalities with GARP® on some non-IT governance requirements such as
protection [64]. However, the GARP® framework by ARMA has been recognized as having
a widely leveraged global standard which identifies critical hallmarks of IG good practices
at a high-level [65]. GARP® is also versatile and agnostic in its approach and can be used
within different context [65]. For example [66] used the GARP® in their analysis of IG
practices in block chain technology and the General data protection regulation (GDPR),
implying that it can be applied to AI development tools such as the ECCOLA and ideal
for our study.
GARP® approach provides guidance on information management, and the governance
of record creation, organization, security maintenance, and other activities used to support
record-keeping [65] efficiently. Records refer to content that could be data or information
contextually created, recorded, or received in the initiation, conduct, and completion of
an organizational or individual activity [67]. It also encompasses how it relates to other
records, the organization or entity that created it, and the metadata likely to define its
context. GARP® comprises eight principles – Accountability, Transparency, Integrity,
Protection, Compliance, Availability, Retention, Disposition, and a maturity model
made up of five milestones (sub-standard, in development, essential, proactive, and transformational) [65]. However, the scope of this study requires the analysis of GARP® and
not the maturity model. The principles are explained further.
1. Accountability: Requires that a senior executive oversees IG programs and delegates responsibilities accordingly for information management, policies, and procedure adoption
that guide personnel and ensure auditability.
2. Transparency: This deals with how documentation of activities and processes in an
open and verifiable manner is made available to appropriate personnel and interested
parties.
3. Integrity: Deals with how IG programs are constructed to reflect the authenticity and
reliability of information assets generated or managed.
4. Protection: Deals with IG programs constructed with the appropriate level of protection
for information assets on privacy, confidentiality, privilege, secrecy, classified documents,
and how they relate to the continuity of the business and protection.
5. Compliance: Deals with how IG programs should be constructed to comply with
applicable laws, binding authorities, and organization policies.
6. Availability: Focuses on how IG is exercised in information assets in a timely, efficient,
and accurate retrieval manner.
7. Retention: Concerns with how IG is exercised consistently with an organization maintaining its information assets for an appropriate period considering its legal, regulatory,
fiscal, operational, and historical requirements.
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8. Disposition: Deals with how IG is carried out to provide secure and appropriate disposal
of information assets that are no longer required to be maintained in Compliance with
organizational laws and policies ([65]).

3. Methodology
Due to the novelty of our study and the limited resources identified in literature, we use
ECCOLA as a case study. Case studies help to improve understanding of data derived
within a specific context. Case studies within a research is often criticized as being difficult
to conduct as they can lead to increased documentation [68]. However, a case study can
allow for in-depth interpretation and evaluation of data by aiding the development of
conceptual categories to help us add our judgment to the phenomenon found in the data
[68]. In addition, since the study involves extending ECCOLA, we also incorporate aspects
of design science in conceptualizing the extension of ECCOLA.
3.1. ECCOLA as a case study
Yin [68] explains that a case study can be used to describe or illustrate certain topics within
an evaluation in a descriptive manner to provide an in-depth understanding pertinent to the
phenomenon under study [68]. Using a case study also provides new or unexpected insights
into the subject that can help propose practical courses of action to resolve identified issues
and open up possible new directions for future research [68]. Case study is described as
a linear but iterative process covering six main steps of planning, designing, preparing,
collecting, analyzing and sharing [68]. We explain these steps in the context of ECCOLA.
The planning step aids the researchers in deciding on the use of a case study. Yin
[68] explains that case studies are preferred when a “how” question needs to be answered
in a research dealing with contemporary issues within real life contexts where control is
not the focus. He also explains that case studies are unique in their ability to deal with
a full variety of evidence such as documents, artifacts and observations [68]. We explore
ECCOLA as a case study based on our research goal hinging on “how” AI ethical tools like
ECCOLA can improve their robustness, AI ethical issues transcending technical boundaries
to become socio-technical issues within contemporary real-life contexts, and the need for
a representative AI ethical developmental tool like ECCOLA to help us deal with the
variety of evidence encountered during the course of the study. Yin [68] also explains that
a case study approach is for analytical generalization and not for statistical representation
which is the case for our study.
For the design process, Yin [68] recommends that case studies are planned in a way
that the evidence addresses the research question. As our study focuses on improving
information robustness of AI ethical development tools, using such a tool in the form of
ECCOLA as our unit of analysis can help ensure that we match the findings to the research
question. Also Yin [68] explains that a case can be an event or an entity, of which ECCOLA
qualifies as one. As such, we use ECCOLA as a single case study because a single case
study can help provide credible test similar to critical experiments [68].
For preparation, Yin [68] explains the need for in-depth preparation to precede the case
study. We carried out a comprehensive and rigorous analysis of ECCOLA in our previous
study [20] to enable us determine its validity which enabled it for this study. In addition,
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The GARP® IG framework was carefully sourced from literature as a pertinent source of
information practices for the study.
For data collection, [68] explains collection of data or sources of evidence from documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation, illustrative
materials and physical artifacts. ECCOLA served as the form of data collection in the form
of documentation [68]. Documentation is described as communicable materials that are
used in describing, explaining or instructing regarding attributes of procedures, objects or
systems provided using different mediums either digital or analogue [67]. Also, ECCOLA is
developed from AI ethics principles from which the method was created to ensure uniformity
or convergence. This is because AI ethics principles usually form the basis for most AI
ethical development tools like ECCOLA. As such ECCOLA as a data collection for the
study also served as the unit of analysis.
Yin [68] explains that the analysis process usually begins with the data collection in case
studies. He explains that establishing the data analysis early with well defined analytical
tools can help to accomplish many other important aspects of the study [68]. We applied
this in our research, as explained earlier, our analysis started with ECCOLA as part of
the data collection. The analysis continued using the rigour of content analysis for a more
critical analysis with the practices in the GARP® IG framework.
For sharing or communicating the results, Yin [68] recommends that awareness of the
audience is important in disseminating the results. Indicating that care must be taken to
ensure that the findings are appropriately communicated to the target audience. This is
what we aim to do in this study.
3.2. Design science for extending ECCOLA
For the extension of ECCOLA to conceptualize and artifact, we incorporate aspects of
the Design Science approach. Hevner et al. [69] explains that design science is naturally
a problem solving process which requires knowledge and understanding of the design
problem for its solution domain. They outline design processes build and evaluate, where
purposeful solutions are built to address hitherto unsolved problems [69]. Our study focuses
on the build phase which forms the first guideline out of the seven outlined by [69] for Design
Science. They explain that while seven guidelines exists, researchers are not expected to
follow them in a mandatory or mechanical fashion but use their creative skills to determine
where, when and how to apply the guidelines in each specific projects.
We therefore follow the first guideline, Design as an artifact where the research must
produce an artifact [69]. However, they explain that artifacts at this stage are rarely full
grown information systems used in practice but are ideas and practices through which
analysis, design, implementation and use of information systems can be effectively carried
out [69]. Arguments exist that building artifacts using design science can be challenging
due to the complexities of creative advances in fields with limited theories [69]. However,
Design science provides a pragmatic approach that helps extend human and organizational
boundaries to create new and innovative artefacts [69], making it suitable for the study. In
addition, the pragmatism of the DSRM helps to provide a better process for answering
“how” research questions and enables liberalism in exploring the answers [70].
We incorporate aspects from the Design Science research methodology (DSRM) outlined
by [71]. Peffers et al. [71] describe the Design science approach as a rigorous process
that aims for the design of an artifact to help solve identified problems, make research
contributions, evaluate designs and communicate results to appropriate audience [71]. Six
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process elements or guidelines that can be used to actualize an output is outlined. They
include problem identification and motivation, defining the objectives for a solution, Design
and Development, Demonstration, Evaluation and communication [71]. However, they
explain that while the DSRM processes can follow a nominally sequential order, researchers
are not expected to follow the steps rigidly and can start at any step in the process and
proceed accordingly [71].
Peffers et al. explains that a problem centered approach can be the basis for the nominal
sequence if the research idea results from an observed problem or from suggested future
research from a prior project [71]. Our first study [20] provides this entry point. The paper
[20] helped us to identify AI governance research gap in the ECCOLA method in the form
of IG with the findings communicated in the paper. We therefore continue the process in
this paper by following the next two steps as identified by [71]. The processes are defining
the objectives of a solution and designing and developing an artifact where we communicate
our findings in this paper [71].
3.2.1. Defining the objectives of the solution
For the second stage, the objective of a solution, i.e., what a better artefact can accomplish,
we use a literature review to outline benefits of IG practices and how it affects ethical AI
systems and development tools such as ECCOLA. The findings are provided to enable
a broader understanding of the subject matter and create knowledge on some of the key
concepts of IG practices as it pertains to AI governance and AI ethical development tools
like ECCOLA [72].
3.2.2. Importance of information governance (IG)
Peffers et al. [71] explains that this stage involves inferring the importance of a solution
from the identification of a problem and knowledge of what is possible and feasible. We
outline the possibility and feasibility on what is possible with IG practices in AI ethical
development tools like ECCOLA.
IG deals with the activities and technologies employed to maximize the value of
information and minimize associated risks, and costs [73]. It comprises IG programs
and measures that ensure information is appropriately controlled and accessible without
compromise [67]. IG is often confused with data governance; however, data governance
is narrowly focused on a specific information resource, data which is information in its
raw, unstructured and unprocessed form. Data governance mainly deals with how data is
governed by implementing appropriate measures and systems for producing and maintaining
high-quality data [67]. IG covers information management which deals with managing
information assets (IA). Overall, IG strategically provides a framework for managing
information legally and ethically and helps balance risks associated with information and
the value the information provides [63].
Software developers may find that through utilizing actionable ethical development tools
such as ECCOLA, risks associated with the lack of IG governance practices are reduced [63].
Some examples of these risks include storage, disposition, and pre-processing [63]. Improper
storage without the guidance of IG can lead to inaccessibility of information and inability
to retrieve information. This results in a decrease in value and financial loss for developers.
With the current surge in data and Big data used and generated by AI systems during
their development life-cycle, having IG guidance on how to store information can help
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developers avoid this loss. Information appropriately stored in line with IG practices can
lead to effective retrieval, and reduced losses from e-discovery and other legal issues [63].
Disposition of information poses another risk for developers of AI items. Disposition
risk involves storing too much retrievable data and the risks that may emanate from such
practice [63]. Over storing data and information can lead to increased costs and risk using
outdated or irrelevant, misleading or ineffective data [63]. Lack of disposition can also
lead to control risk associated with storing data over a prolonged period [63]. When AI
systems store data beyond its relevance period, it can pose a risk if hackers gain control of
information that should have been long disposed of, putting users’ personal information
at risk. In addition, if users discover that their personal information supplied to a system
at some point is retained after a prolonged period, it can also lead to a lack of trust and
confidence in the system. IG advocates for timely disposition of data and information
assets so they are not accessed and used maliciously and reduce redundancy costs. For
pre-processing risks, IG can aid developers in managing data so that inconsistencies and
missing aspects of data that can arise when gathering data are mitigated timely and do
not lead to redundancies in the AI systems [63].
3.2.3. Design and development
The third and final step in the nominal process used in this study involves designing and
creating an artifact [71]. Peffers et al. [71] explains that artifacts could be potentially
models, methods, constructs, instantiations or new properties which could be technical,
social or informational resources. They clarify further that a design research artifact could
conceptually be any designed object where the results or contributions of a research are
embedded in [71]. In the next sections, we present the analysis and findings used in the
creation of artifact.

4. Results
This section presents the analysis and presents the findings from the analysis. For the
analysis of the study, we employ the use of content analysis. Content analysis enables
replicable and valid inferences from texts to the context of their use [74]. It is also useful
in evaluating work to compare communication content against previously documented
objectives [74]. In addition, content analysis is effective in analyzing text or data such
as principles, interviews, field research notes, journals, books, guidelines and reports [75]
making it the most suitable option for our study. Using content analysis allowed us to
evaluate the languages used within our data, search for bias and make inferences [76]. We
also found it useful in reducing our data to concepts to describe the research study by
creating categories. Arguments exist that content analysis can be subjective and reductive,
but they are also transparent, provide flexibility, and are replicable [76].
4.1. Analysis of ECCOLA with GARP®
We use interpretive content analysis which is qualitative in nature requiring no statistical
inference but rather focuses on summarizing and describing meanings in an interpretive
and narrative manner [74]. The interpretive approach is described by [74] as a procedure
that enables researchers make inference about source and receiver communication from
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evidence in the messages they exchange. The approach also allows for both manifest and
latent content to be considered and analysed [74]. Latent content refers to meaning that is
not overt or obvious but is implicit or implied in the communication while manifest content
refers to the more obvious meaning within the communication [74].
4.1.1. Process
The content for analysis are the ECCOLA cards. The GARP® framework is used to create
an index for the analysis. The index of analysis is created by first defining the units and
categories of analysis. The unit of meaning to be coded are identified as activities or
processes indicative of the GARP® principles, and the set of categories used for the coding
are identified in the table of index, Table 2. A set of rules to determine coding of the
ECCOLA cards against the index table are identified as Exist, partially exist and does
not exist. The existence of all the practices identified in the index against the card is
coded as Exist, the existence of one or more but not all is coded as Partially exist and
the complete absence of activities is coded as Does not exist. Each ECCOLA card was
manually coded by identifying the units of meaning into the conceptually defined categories
in the table of index and the codes documented accordingly [74].
Table 2. Table of index
Unit of meaning

Set of categories

Accountability: activities or processes

Accountability structure Documentation Guiding (policies, procedures, decisions) Audit
Open documentation of IA Available documentation of
IA Verifiable documentation of IA Accessibility of IA
Authentic management of IA, Reliable management
of IA
Protection of private IA Protection of confidential IA
Protection of privileged IA Protection of secret IA Protection of essential IA Categorization of IA (private,
confidential, privileged, secret, classified)
Compliance with applicable laws Compliance with binding authorities Compliance with organizational policies
Compliance in (documentation, storage)
Maintenance of IA for timely retrieval Maintenance of
IA for efficient retrieval Maintenance of IA for accurate
retrieval Documentation of IA for accessibility
Maintenance period of IA for legal requirements Maintenance period of IA for regulatory requirements Maintenance period of IA for fiscal requirements Maintenance
period of IA for operational requirements Maintenance
period of IA for historical requirements Documentation
of IA Retention period of IA Storage of IA
Secure disposition of irrelevant IA by laws Secure disposition of irrelevant IA by policies Appropriate disposition
of IA by laws Appropriate disposition of IA by policies
Disposition documentation of IA

Transparency: activities or processes
Integrity: activities or processes
Protection: activities or processes

Compliance: activities or processes
Availability: activities or processes
Retention: activities or processes

Disposition: activities/processes
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4.2. Findings
The result of the analysis is presented in the heat map in Figure 1 and the findings
highlighted as Primary Empirical Contributions (PECs).
1. Accountability: The analysis of the ECCOLA cards against the GARP® index of Accountability reveals that four cards (4, 9, 18, and 20) have an “exist” status. Activities
and practices within the four cards indicate GARP® IG practices such as transparent
documentation, audit, and activities that demonstrate a reporting structure (who
makes decisions) or allude to an accountability structure aligned with regulatory
bodies and policies [65]. The remaining 17 cards have a status of partially exist.
Actions and practices in the cards indicate one or more but not all the IG practices
in line with the GARP® index, thus having a partial representation, Indicating that
these cards can be improved with GARP® accountability practices. This leads us to
our first PEC.
PEC1: 17 of the ECCOLA cards can be adapted fully with GARP® IG practices of
Accountability by referencing activities and practices such as documentation, accountability, and auditing of information assets.
2. Transparency: The transparency analysis revealed five cards (4, 5, 6, 9, and 19) with
an “exist” status showing clear indications of practices and activities that facilitate
documentation and accessibility of IA in a clear and verifiable manner accessible
by the appropriate personnel. The remaining 16 cards have a “partially exist” status.
There are indications of either of the practices in these cards, but not all of them, For
example, the practices and activities in card #8 (Data quality) point towards proper
accessibility of data but makes no reference to documentation or mode of documentation
of IA that can result from these practices forming PEC2.
PEC2: ECCOLA can be adapted fully with The GARP® IG Transparency practices
with references such as documentation, mode of documentation, and accessibility in
16 cards.
3. Integrity: The integrity analysis indicates that all the 21 ECCOLA cards reflect activities
and practices that align with Integrity practices of the GARP® . Activities and practices
within the cards indicate authenticity and reliability in the handling of IA affiliated
with the GARP® of Integrity. In Card #10 (Human Agency), the activities and practices
are geared at sensitizing developers on the need for authentic practices that lead to
reliability for the AI users. While some cards do not state the practices expressly, there
is an allusion to them leading us to the third PEC.
PEC3: ECCOLA has exist status and does not require further adaptation with the
GARP® principle of Integrity.
4. Protection: The Protection analysis reveals eight cards (6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 18, and 20)
have an “exist” status. GARP® IG practices such as protection mechanisms for
designated or categorized IA exist in these cards. One of the cards #7 (Privacy and
Data) sensitizes developers on the need for protection of data by asking questions on
encryption, anonymization of data, and accessibility of protected IA. In the remaining
13 cards, either one of these practices was identified, resulting in a “partially exist”
status. This forms the fourth PEC.
PEC4: The ECCOLA method can be adapted fully with GARP® practices of Protection with references such as protection/protection mechanisms and categorization or
designation of IA in 13 cards.
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5. Compliance: The compliance analysis reveals that 13 cards, (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20) have an “exist” status by displaying IG practices that
align with the GARP® index. Implying that these cards create awareness for AI
developers of compliance practices such as documentation, storage, applicable
laws, organizational policies, and authorities for IA. Only one or two of the
practices could be identified in the remaining eight cards forming our PEC5.
PEC5: ECCOLA can be adapted fully with Compliance practices of the GARP®
principle in eight cards by making references such as documentation, storage, applicable
laws, organizational policies, and authorities for IA.
6. Availability: The Availability analysis shows that only one card has an “exist” status.
Activities and processes within the lone card #9 ask AI developers questions such as
who has access to users’ data and the circumstances they are granted access—ensuring
that IA documentation, accessibility, and retrieval align with the Availability
GARP® IG practices in the index. The remaining 20 cards have a “partially exist”
status by indicating one or two of these practices but not all of them.
PEC6: ECCOLA can be adapted fully with the GARP® practices of Availability in 20
of its cards by referencing practices of documentation, accessibility, and retrieval of IA.
7. Retention: The Retention analysis reveals that nine of the cards (0, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
18, and 20) have a “partially exist” status. The Cards asks AI developers questions
on GARP® Retention IG practices such as documentation, storage, maintenance
and retention/period in one or two contexts or allude to them in activities for IA.
However, the remaining 12 cards show no indication or allusion to these practices
leading us to our PEC7.
PEC7: ECCOLA has partially exist status of GARP® principle of Retention in nine
cards and does not exist status in 12 cards. ECCOLA can be extended to incorporate
the GARP® IG practices of Retention such as documentation, storage, maintenance
and retention.
8. Disposition: The Disposition analysis reveals that nine of the cards have a “partially
exist” status. The cards (0, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 18, and 20) have one or two GARP® Disposition
practices and activities such as documentation, transfer, and Disposition of IA
that can facilitate IG. In comparison, these practices could not be identified in the
remaining 12 cards. Card #3 (Communication) asks AI developers pertinent questions
on the need for transparent practices in developing AI systems; however, there are no
questions or practices on how generated IA are disposed of, leading us to PEC8.
PEC8: ECCOLA has partially exist status of GARP® principle of Disposition in nine
cards and does not exist in 12 cards. ECCOLA can be extended to incorporate GARP®
IG practices of Disposition such as documentation,transfer, and Disposition of IA.

5. Discussion
We discuss the outcome of the analysis which yielded eight PECs in Table 3. The PECs
and their implications are discussed in this section.
PEC1 is based on adapting accountability practices of documentation, accountability,
and auditing of information assets to ethical AI development tools like ECCOLA to help
facilitate audit practices. The absence of some of its practices can translate to crucial
accountability practices being omitted while using the ECCOLA cards. Where these
practices are not present, software developers may cultivate practices and activities that
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ECCOLA CARD
Accountability Transparency
#0 Stakeholder analysis
#1 Types of transparency
#2 Explainability
#3 Communication
#4 Documenting trade-offs
#5 Traceability
#6 System Reliability
#7 Privacy and Data
#8 Data quality
#9 Access to data
#10 Human agency
#11 Human oversight
#12 System security
#13 System safety
#14 Accessibility
#15 Stakeholder participation
#16 Environmental Impact
#17 Societal Effects
#18 Auditability
#19 Ability to redress
#20 Minimizing negative impacts

GARP® by ARMA
Integrity Protection Compliance Availability Retention Disposition

Partially exist Does not exist Exist

Figure 1. ECCOLA analysis with GARP®

overlook accountability structure or non-documentation of crucial information that does
not comply with policies. In addition, adapting GARP® practices with already existing
ethical principles can help ECCOLA mitigate accountability risks that may arise in the
development of AI systems [1].
Reddy et al. [5] analyses accountability as a challenge as regards implementation in terms
of governance. They explain that appropriate stages are needed for effective accountability
practices and stress the need for an approval structure by governing bodies or regulating
authorities that oversee and preview processes to ensure proper documentation of IA
that can aid audits in governance [5]. This article further explains that accountability in
governance requires regulatory oversight and needs to be in place in the development stage
of AI. Guiding actions by an accountability structure and explanations in the form of
IA documentation can facilitate internal or external audits. It also makes developers of
AI accountable in the documentation of their IA and may help reduce the opacity of AI
governance [5]. The principle of transparency (PEC2) highlights the need for transparent
practices such as documentation, mode of documentation of IA to make them more
accessible in IG for AI developers. M.S. Caron [77] argues that transparent processes in
AI systems help to improve auditability. She explains that open and verifiable practices
that generate IA must be transparent in the development process. Adapting transparency
governance practices can aid understanding when IA is accessed by appropriate personnel,
which is vital for auditability. Also, in developing AI, different cognitive biases and heuristics
exist [77] warranting the need for transparent obligations to be imposed. These obligations
can be in the form of auditable governance measures to help mitigate these practices
so that when these IA are accessed, there is a clear understanding that helps audit in
governance [77]. Kiener in [37] agrees with this argument and discusses the need for open
and verifiable processes in the development of AI in sensitive fields like medicine. He
explains that transparent processes and activities of AI can aid human oversight, risks,
and audits in governance frameworks like IG.
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PEC3 highlights the principle of integrity, which explains the need for reliability and
authenticity in the processes, activities, and practices that generate IA in AI development.
Adapted practices of integrity help facilitate proper audits in governance frameworks.
Jansen et al. [78] explains that a governance framework in the development of AI can
enable authentic and reliable IA. They analyze that a governance structure (such as IG)
can enable IA of integrity by managing the quality, validity, security, and associated risks
in practice to preserve the integrity.
PEC4 is based on the principle of protection. It emphasizes the need for protection
practices such as protection/protection mechanisms and categorization or designation
of IA for designated IA (private, confidential, privileged, secret, classified). Protection
mechanisms and practices can provide safeguards to mitigate risks from incidental access
or disclosures. Culnan in [79] supports this and explains that the IG protection practices
in the development of AI can help ensure they are secure and properly categorized to help
avert security and privacy breaches. While introducing regulatory mechanisms such as the
GDPR and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) exists to help protect AI users,
they can be insufficient in protecting IA that are not adequately categorized or labeled. To
ensure that a suitable form of protection is provided [79], incorporating these practices can
aid the audit processes involved in governance for AI developers [79].
PEC5 findings relate to how compliance practices like documentation, storage of IA in
a manner that complies with applicable laws, organizational policies, and other binding
authorities adapted in the development stage of AI can help aid AI governance overall.
J. In et al. [80] argues that IG practices of maintaining IA in a manner that conforms
to compliance (internal and external) can help mitigate risk and increase efficiency. He
explains that when developers or organizations familiarise themselves with compliance
practices and streamline the maintenance of their IA in line with governance frameworks
like IG, such practices become routine and make it easy to produce systems compliant
with applicable laws and binding authorities. Furthermore, in legal matters and regulation,
these practices can help audit processes in AI governance [80].
PEC6 is based on the principle of availability. It explores how adapting practices such
as documentation, accessibility, and retrieval practices can facilitate the maintenance of IA
to ensure timely efficiency. Hind et al. [81] explains that AI developers are usually faced
with the challenge of documentation of IA as there are no clear guidelines on how much
to document to provide enough clarity. Therefore, governance practices geared towards
appropriate documentation, accessibility, and retrieval of IA to ensure that IA is effectively
and adequately documented and, upon retrieval, provide holistic information may aid
clarity. Documentation of IA in line with a governance framework like IG also provides
confidence that information made available is wholesome and suitable for all interested
parties. In addition, these practices also aid the governance frameworks in audit processes
to ensure unity [81].
PEC7 is based on the principle of retention and how incorporating governance practices
such as effective maintenance, documentation, storage, and retention (period of retention)
of IA can improve AI governance in development methods like ECCOLA. Kroll in [82]
recommends the minimization of retention of collected records or the disposal of aggregate
records where possible to enhance efficient governance of records. He explains that retention
of IA should be appropriately maintained, documented and subject to a governance
structure to reduce the risks of retaining them beyond their retention period. Retention
of IA combined with the principles approach can help minimize the risk from legitimate
requests from law enforcement [82]. When Information Assets are retained beyond their
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life cycle, they can pose a risk if authorities request them and utilize them beyond the
scope for which they were acquired [82].
PEC8 works on how adapting disposition practices like secure and appropriate transfer,
disposition, and documentation of records or information (IA) in compliance with applicable
laws and policies can improve AI governance in development methods like ECCOLA. Kroll
[82] explains that regular disposal of aggregate and redundant records or reducing them
to the lowest level of sensitivity can reduce privacy risks and increase the efficiency of AI
governance. When Information Assets are maintained for a period, a need for them must
be further established to enable them not to pose a risk of redundancy which may hamper
efficiency. A clear need exists for records or information to be retained for a period and
disposed of accordingly, as it can help make development methods more trustworthy when
AI audits are carried out.
Table 3. Primary Empirical Contributions (PECs)
Primary Empirical Contributions (PECs)
PEC1 – 17 of the ECCOLA cards can be adapted fully with GARP® IG practices of Accountability
by referencing activities and practices such as documentation, accountability, and auditing of
information assets.
PEC2 – ECCOLA can be adapted fully with GARP® IG Transparency practices with references
such as documentation, mode of documentation, and accessibility in 16 cards.
PEC3 – ECCOLA has exist status and does not require further adaptation with the GARP®
principle of Integrity.
PEC4 – The ECCOLA method can be adapted fully with GARP® practices of Protection with
references such as protection/protection mechanisms and categorization or designation of IA in
13 cards.
PEC5 – ECCOLA can be adapted fully with Compliance practices of the GARP® principle in
eight cards by making references such as documentation, storage, applicable laws, organizational
policies, and authorities for IA.
PEC6 – ECCOLA can be adapted fully with the GARP® practices of Availability in 20 of its
cards by referencing practices of documentation, accessibility, and retrieval of IA.
PEC7 – ECCOLA has partially exist status of GARP® principle of Retention in nine cards and
does not exist status in 12 cards. ECCOLA can be extended to incorporate the GARP® IG
practices of Retention such as documentation, storage, and retention.
PEC8 – ECCOLA has partially exist status of GARP® principle of Disposition in nine cards
and does not exist in 12 cards. ECCOLA can be extended to incorporate GARP® IG practices
of Disposition such as documentation, transfer, and Disposition of IA.

5.1. Extension of ECCOLA
From the discussion, it has been identified that ECCOLA can be improved and extended to
incorporate IG practices to improve its information robustness. While six of the principles
can be improved in the cards by making references to pertinent practices, a need exist
for proper representation of the unidentified principles of retention and disposition and
governance practices as a whole. The discussion has also outlined how the lack of governance
principles identified and particularly those of retention and disposition can pose risks for
developers of AI systems who use tools like ECCOLA. As such, it is important to highlight
these key governance practices in the form of a new theme and card. As such, we propose
a new governance theme in ECCOLA and a new card which incorporates the deficient IG
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Figure 2. Card 21

practices of retention and disposition. Therefore, we propose a new card, #21 under a new
theme, governance illustrated in Figure 2.
Motivation Letting users know the period of retention of their records by the AI
system creates Transparency and encourages trust that their records will not be stored
indefinitely.
What to do: Ask yourself:
– Are records maintained in line with policies?
– Are users informed of the retention period of their records?
– Are users informed of the need to retain their records beyond the retention period?
– Are obsolete and redundant records destroyed or disposed in line with regulatory
requirement?
– Are records securely disposed and not retained beyond their retention period?
Practical example: Establishing clear time limits for collected records and explaining
the need to retain records beyond retention period makes the system trustworthy. AI
systems that provide recruitment recommendations will find their services ineffective if
users’ information is not updated regularly to reflect their skill set.
When AI developers create a culture of openly communicating to users and end-users,
the period of retention and disposition of their records or information, it can enable them to
trust such AI or AI-enabled systems. The trust can be due to increased confidence that their
information or records will not be stored and used indefinitely [82]. Also, frequently updating
users’ records and disposing of redundant records can enable developers of AI systems
ensure that they have access to current and better quality records or information [82].
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5.1.1. Significance of a new theme and card
To a large extent the discourse on governing information assets as it relates to AI ethics has
largely focused on data governance. This may explain the major focus of proposed ethical
model tools such as google model cards, data ethics canvas and even the current version
of ECCOLA on data governance. These tools help draw attention of AI developers and
relevant stakeholders to data ethics governance challenges which are vital in implementing
AI ethics. The current version of ECCOLA has visible representation of data governance
practices in the data cards(#7, #8 and #9) but there is no clearly delineated representation
for IG practices for records or information that can be generated from data.
Model cards as AI ethical development tools help to provide information on trained
machine learning models [83] or AI models to improve ethical practices such as transparency.
As such it is pertinent that data governance practices are in place for data collected or
sourced at the basic data level. But the records generated from the data used in training
these models which are actually represented as information require that IG practices are
in place for these sets of information assets as well. As Glasser et al. [45] explains that AI
governance is a layered structure requiring governance practices at each layer to achieve the
goal of governance. Therefore, incorporating IG practices such as retention and disposal
and highlighting them in a governance theme can improve improve information robustness
and help create a culture of visibility and informed communication for both developers
and users [45].
Therefore, in comparison to other proposed ethical AI development tools that promote
AI governance practices like the current version of ECCOLA, the proposed theme and card
can help provide visibility and improve the information base of these tools towards AI
governance. The current ECCOLA has no clear governance representation as most of them
are embedded in the AI ethics practices. However the growing emphasis on the need for
visible governance practices to be implemented at the developmental stages [1, 5, 10, 39, 45]
necessitates that AI ethical developmental tools like ECCOLA have visible measures that
aim to improve governance information and to tackle governance challenges that can occur
in development. Visibility of Governance measures at this stage can help bring to the
forefront pertinent AI governance challenges and provide the necessary information needed
to address them [5, 45].
5.2. Validity threats
The reliability of the content analysis is a potential validity threat to the research. While
interpretive content analysis is reproducible [74], the study could be subject to our own
interpretation due to the nature of subjectivity of the documents such as the AI ethical
principles in the ECCOLA cards and the researchers in determining the index terms from
the GARP® documents used in the actual analysis.
The use of a single case study also poses a validity threat to the study. As highlighted
by [68], the use of a single case study can pose a challenge for generalization of results.
However, [68] still explains that a single case study can be used for analytic generalization
and not for statistical generalization which is the case for our study.
A third and possibly one of the biggest threats to the validity of our study is the
incomplete Design science approach used. We understand that most Design science usually
require a valid artifact as output for the study [69]. Following the build and and evaluate
approach [69], our study at this stage focuses on the build stage or the design an artifact
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stage. We are aware that this can serve as a limitation to the study, however, we argue
that following the recommendations of [69], we are not following all the methodology
steps in a rigid or mechanical fashion and will use the outcome of each study to enable
us leverage the next study until we have gone through all the DSRM steps to produce
a viable artifact [69].

6. Conclusions and further works
This study explored how ethical practices in AI ethical developmental tools like ECCOLA
can be adapted with IG practices for improved information robustness in tackling AI
governance issues using the adaptive or hybrid governance highlighted by [1]. ECCOLA
was critically analysed with the GARP® IG framework using content analysis to highlight
areas where the practices in the cards could be improved with IG practices for a more
information robust base. The results reveal 8 PECs, which indicate that most of the IG
practices in the GARP® : Accountability, Transparency, Integrity, Protection, Compliance,
and Availability are represented in ECCOLA either partially or fully to varying degrees.
The findings further reveal that all 21 cards in ECCOLA comply with IG practices of
Integrity. However, the principles of Retention and Disposition were shown to be the least
represented and lacking IG practices in ECCOLA as they could not be identified in 12 of
the cards. Implying that ECCOLA can improve its information robustness in all 21 cards
and also be extended with a governance theme to improve its governance practices.
Regarding the implication of the findings to AI governance, it may imply that AI
ethical practices in ECCOLA may be insufficient in addressing some governance issues that
may arise in the development process of AI systems. AI governance issues that deal with
Integrity may be fully addressed and partially addressed for Accountability, Transparency,
Protection, Compliance, and Availability practices. However, issues that may arise from
Retention and Disposition AI governance challenges may be partially or not addressed,
indicating that the method’s ethical practices can be improved in terms of its information
robustness to aid AI governance. As a solution, the index terms from the analysis are
suggested as potential modifiers for the cards with partial practices. However, for a better
representation of governance practices in the tool, a governance theme is proposed. The
theme will help address pertinent governance issues for developers as well as improve
governance information robustness of ECCOLA. The first of the cards in this theme is
proposed as #21 which addresses concerns from governance issues as it pertains to retention
and disposition. The card provides motivation, suggested activities, and a practical example
of how the card can effectively tackle ethical AI governance challenges that may arise at
the developmental stage. Therefore, the analysis offers an answer and a possible solution
to our research question.
In addition to analyzing ECCOLA, this study also explored an adaptive AI governance
approach initiative at the development stage. The ethical practices were modified or adapted
with IG practices to create a more practical approach to governance issues that developers
of AI systems can encounter at the development stage.
The findings or outcome from this study will form the basis for the next phase of our
study which will involve evaluation of the artifact to continue the DSRM process. Paper
[71] explains that the DSRM is not a linear process to be followed rigidly but allows for the
incorporation of different elements of the methodology as the research progresses. Therefore,
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we aim to continue the remaining parts of the research in subsequent studies which are
outside the scope of this one.
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